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APPETISER 

                

   Fried spring rolls                     

 Vegetable 

  (Contains gluten)                                                                                                       400 

 Chicken 

  (Contains gluten)                                                                                                              500 

 Duck 

  (Contains gluten)                                                                                                                  550 
 

 Panzanella                      450 

   Crispy garlic bread, tomatoes, lettuce, capers  

   (Contains dairy, gluten, nuts) 
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 Antipasti                      550 

   Roasted peppers, corn fritters, dried tomatoes, mushroom 

   (Contains dairy, gluten, nuts) 
 

 Antipasti                      700 

    Prosciutto, salami, tuna crostini, roasted peppers, mushroom 

   (Contains dairy, nuts, gluten) 

 

DIM-SUM 
 

 Steamed mixed vegetable dumplings                                                                                   400 

   (Contains gluten, seed)        
                 

 Steamed pok choy mushroom dumplings                                                                               400 

   (Contains gluten, seed)        
 

 Steamed chicken shumai dumplings                                                                                       500 

   (Contains gluten, seed, alcohol)        
  

 Steamed pork spring onion dumplings                                                                                   500 

   (Contains gluten, seed, alcohol)                                                                                
 

 Steamed lamb zucchini stuffing dumpling                                                                                500 

   (Contains gluten, seed, alcohol)        
 

 Prawn dumplings                                                                                                                  600 

   (Contains gluten, seed, alcohol)        
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SOUP  

 

 Tomato egg drop soup                                                                                                         425                                                                                            

  (Contains seed)        
 

 Minestrone soup                                                                                                                  425 

   (Contains dairy, gluten)         

   

 Brodetto soup                                                                                                                     525 

   (Contains fish)            
 

 Duck broth noodle soup                                                                                               525 

   (Contains gluten, seed)         
 

   Wonton soup                 

 Vegetable 

   (Contains gluten, seed)                                                                                                         425 

 Chicken   

   (Contains gluten, seed)                                                                                                         475 
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Corn soup                 

 Chicken  

  (Contains egg)                                                                                                                      475 

 Seafood  

  (Contains egg)                                                                                                                      550 
 

Noodle soup                     

 Vegetable 

   (Contains egg, gluten)                                                                                                           425 

 Chicken  

  (Contains gluten)                                                                                                                  475 

 Prawn  

   (Contains gluten)                                                                                                                 550 
 

Hot and sour soup                 

Vegetable  

  (Contains gluten, seed)                                                                                                          425 

 Chicken  

   (Contains gluten, seed)                                                                                                         475 

 Prawn  

   (Contains gluten, seed)                                                                                                         550       
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PIZZA 

 

 Margherita- tomatoes, mozzarella, basil                                                                        675 

   (Contains dairy, gluten)                                                     
 

 Chicken- wild mushrooms, squash mozzarella                                                                        725 

   (Contains dairy, gluten)                  
 

 Classic- salami, olives, roasted peppers anchovies      725 

   (Contains dairy, fish, pork) 

 

PASTA & RISOTTO 

 

 Risotto- autumn vegetables, tomatoes, pesto                                                                        750 

   (Contains dairy)       
 

 Spaghetti ala primavera- autumn vegetables, cream, cherry tomatoes, basil                               800 

   (Contains dairy, gluten) 
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 Ravioli- vegetables, porcini cream, crispy onion                                                                      800 

   (Contains dairy, gluten, egg)       
 

 Gnocchi, seared in olive oil, butter, braised leeks                                                                   850 

   (Contains dairy, egg, gluten)       
 

 Spaghetti montone ala bolognese                                                                                   850 

   (Contains dairy)        
 

 Risotto braised duck- onions, peas, dried orange peel, bay leaf                                                850 

   (Contains dairy)      
 

 Risotto ham- mushrooms, peas, courgettes       850 
 

   (Contains dairy, pork) 
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CHINESE SPECIALITY 

 

 Braised assorted vegetables in clay pot                                                                                  550 

   (Contains seed)                         
 

 Sweet and sour crispy vegetables                                                                                          550 

   (Contains gluten)                  
 

 Chinese green vegetables, black bean sauce                                                                           550 

   (Contains gluten)                  
 

 Crispy black mushrooms, honey tomato sauce   

   (Contains gluten)                                                     550

           

 Deep fried bean curd, salted garlic                                                                                        600 

   (Contains gluten)                  
 

 Sautéed tofu, chilli bean sauce                                                                                               650 

   (Contains gluten)              
 

 Diced chicken, schezwan sauce                                                                                             850 

   (Contains gluten)               
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 Prawn salt, pepper                                                                                                           850   

    (Contains gluten)                                
 

 Beijing style roast duck, crispy skin pancake                                                                        850 

   (Contains gluten)                
 

 Sweet and sour pork                                                                                                           850 

   (Contains gluten)       
 

 Steamed red snapper, black bean sauce                                                                                  900 

   (Contains gluten)                 
 

 Shredded lamb in XO sauce                                                                                             1000 

   (Contains fish)                 
 

 Stir-fried Beijing style tenderloin, spring onions                                                                    1000 

   (Contains gluten)             
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ITALIAN SPECIALITY 

 

 Wild mushrooms sautéed- smoked garlic, potato mash                                                          600 

    (Contains dairy)              
 

 Caponata- eggplant, peppers, onions, braised tomatoes                600 
 

 Crespelle- baked eggplant, pumpkin, thin herb                                                                        600 

   (Contains dairy, nuts, gluten, egg)               
 

 Chicken Marsala- grilled polenta, sautéed apples                                                                     800 

   (Contains dairy, gluten)             
 

 Char-grilled half chicken- sweet sour balsamic                                                                        800 

   (Contains gluten, dairy)               
 

 Pan seared snapper- peperonata, salt baked potatoes                                                            900 

   (Contains dairy, fish)              
 

 Char-grilled rosemary lamb cutlets- spiced eggplant               1500 
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RICE & NOODLES 

 

 Steamed jasmine rice                                 300  
 

 Mix nut, chilli fried rice                                                                                                425 

   (Contains nuts, gluten)         
 

 Singapore rice noodles                                                                                                425 

   (Contains seed, gluten)          
 

 Vegetable noodles                                                                                                 425 

   (Contains egg, gluten, seeds)          
 

 Fried rice- shrimp and egg          525 

   (Contains egg, gluten)  
  

 Chicken egg noodles                      525 

   (Contains egg, gluten, seeds)  
 

 Prawn egg noodles                                                                                                     525                                                                                                             

(Contains egg, gluten, seeds)                                                                                            
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DESSERTS 

 
 Steamed honeycomb cake, ice – cream                                                                                 375 

   (Contains dairy, egg, gluten)        
 

 Banana or apple toffee                                                                                                         375 

   (Contains dairy, gluten, seed)         
 

 Yoghurt panna cotta                                                                                                            375 

   (Contains dairy)           
 

 Cassata ice-cream terrine, orange syrup, roasted almonds                                                      375 

   (Contains dairy, nuts, egg, gluten)      
 

 Hot chocolate pudding, poached pears, red currants                                                              375 

   (Contains dairy, egg, gluten)       
 

 Tiramisu, layers of coffee soaked amaretto biscuits                                                                 425 

   (Contains dairy, egg, gluten)      
 
 


